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This essay emphasizes on the importance of the Origin of the Work of Art in 
Heidegger’s thinking of Being, and the developments about fundamental ontology 
with taking artwork as the interpreter. Heidegger’s thoughts experienced a turn from 
questioning Being by Dasein to questioning Being itself around 1930s. Considering 
Origin of the Work of Art, which completed about 1936, is a relatively mature passage 
about this turn, we can clearly understand the meaning of his thinking on Being from 
it. The essay argues that the turn mainly was relied on the particularity of work-being 
of artworks——self-establishment of world, self-closing of earth, and the strife 
between world and earth, which making the clearing place of Being. Secondly, 
Heidegger counts work-being as occupying a kind of  “thrust ” and  “that dass”, 
which essentially require Being fixed in figure and receiving of reader. 
What we can say about creation and preservation on artwork means prefiguring 
and standing-within the clearing, therefore, Dasein is rather a constitution of 
work-being than the central position on questioning Being.  
We concludes that, in virtue of the particularity of artworks and establishment of 
work-being, later Heidegger turned to thinking Being as disclosure by itself. The 
relation between human beings and Being is seen as Ereignis translated from human’s 
apprehension of Being, which determines that human being should listen to Being and 
take the attitude of  “Gelassenheit der Milde ”. 
The innovation of this essay is to master Heidegger’s path of Being by placing 
Origin of the Work of Art with the background of turn, to explore its fullness with the 
perspective of comparison to fundamental ontology. Meanwhile we critically think 
that, Heidegger’s questioning of work-being is based on the difference between 
work-being and taking work as objects, as the former one is a merely theoretical 
assumption, and once in reality would fall into the latter one. That is to say, what 
Heidegger questioned on artwork was established on a hypothesis. At the same time, 














influenced the development of western aesthetics in 20 century, and provided new 
horizons for Chinese aesthetics research.  
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